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Anansi Winter 2022 - Margot Stokreef

Subject

FICTION / Literary

Other formats

9781487009717 Electronic book
text, Kindle, $16.99 CAD

9781487009700 Electronic book
text, EPUB, $16.99 CAD

Distributor

UTP Distribution

Carton quantity: 1

Distributor

Publishers Group West

Availability: Not yet available

Expected ship date: Dec 06, 2021

Carton quantity: 1

9781487009694

 English
5.25 x 8 in
176 pages
 House of Anansi Press

The Swells
By (author) Will Aitken   
Jan 04, 2022 |  Paperback , Trade |  $19.99 |

In this darkly hilarious satire by the inimitable Will Aitken, class war erupts
aboard a luxury cruise ship.

A boatload of white privilege, The Emerald Tranquility is the most luxurious
cruise liner afloat, its passengers some of the richest people in the world.
Meanwhile the ship’s crew, overworked and underpaid, live packed tightly
together in airless below-deck cabins.

Briony Paget, globetrotting luxury travel writer, emulates the rich — though
homeless and penniless herself — as she hops from gig to all-expenses-paid gig.

The passengers encounter a great number of cataclysms at sea, but no matter the
catastrophe, the great ship always sails on.

On her own personal voyage, Briony encounters Mrs. Moore, an enigmatic old
woman clandestinely fomenting a mutiny on this bountiful ship. With the captain
overthrown, roles quickly reverse: the crew become the ship’s new leisure class
and the aged passengers learn how to mop floors and scrub toilets.

Briony, confused and terrified by the resultant chaos, must decide which lot to
cast her fate with, in this savage satire of the way we live now.

Contributor Bio

WILL AITKEN has written three novels — Realia, A Visit Home, and Terre Haute
— and the nonfiction books Death in Venice: A Queer Film Classic and Antigone
Undone: Juliette Binoche, Anne Carson, Ivo van Hove, and the Art of Resistance,
which was shortlisted for the Hilary Weston Writers’ Trust Prize for Non-Fiction.
He lives in Montreal.

Comparable Titles

9781487004835 French Exit by Patrick deWitt , Paperback / softback, Aug
28, 2018, $22.95,

9780385689380 Rich People Problems by Kevin Kwan, Hardback, May 23,
2017, $32.00,

9780525522133 My Year of Rest and Relaxation by Ottessa Moshfegh,
Paperback / softback, Jun 25, 2019, $22.00,

9780812997415 Lake Success by Gary Shteyngart, Hardback, Sep 04, 2018,

Notes

- A hilarious, modern satire that draws
readers’ attention to critical social
issues, perfect for readers of French
Exit and My Year of Rest and
Relaxation. 
- Will Aitken is a widely acclaimed and
influential author. Along with writing
several successful books, he also co-
founded Montreal’s first
LGBTQ/feminist/anarchist/non-sexist
children’s bookstore. 
- Aitken understands this cruise-ship
setting very well; he specialized in
luxury-travel journalism for seventeen
years.

Reviews

PRAISE FOR WILL AITKEN AND
REALIA

“Somewhere between Ovid and
Jonathan Swift lies Realia, as lucid as a
Japanese paper clip but slightly more
real. Will Aitken is my favorite novelist
writing in English today.” ? Anne
Carson, author of Autobiography of
Red

“Aitken weaves in elements from the
myth of Orpheus and Eurydice,
drawing the characters into a tight,
dramatic climax that comes close to
eclipsing the original.” ? The Globe &
Mail

“In Louise, Aitken has created a
character to be proud of ? loud, large,
lusty and … utterly out of place [in
Japan]. Both her voice and her
personality are resonant.” ? National
Post

“Aitken overlaps pop culture and
ancient myth to create a gritty,
unsentimental love story with operatic
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Anansi Winter 2022 - Margot Stokreef

Subject

FICTION / Mystery & Detective /
Women Sleuths

Other formats

9781487010164 Electronic book
text, EPUB, $16.99 CAD

9781487010171 Electronic book
text, Kindle, $16.99 CAD

Distributor

UTP Distribution

Carton quantity: 1

Distributor

Publishers Group West

Availability: Not yet available

Expected ship date: Dec 06, 2021

Carton quantity: 1

9781487010157

 English
5.25 x 8 in
400 pages
 Spiderline

An Ava Lee Novel
14

The Sultan of Sarawak
An Ava Lee Novel: The Triad Years

By (author) Ian Hamilton   
Jan 04, 2022 |  Paperback , Trade |  $19.99 |

Ava Lee clashes with the most powerful family in Malaysia in the exhilarating
new thriller from bestselling author Ian Hamilton.

Ava Lee travels to Sarawak, Malaysia, after a business affiliated with the Three
Sisters is bombed in Kuching. She quickly discovers that the powerful Chong
family has a political and economic stranglehold on the province and is likely
responsible for the bombing. As Ava investigates the Chongs, she is shocked to
learn of their billion-dollar illegal logging operation in Sarawak, which has
decimated the Malaysian rainforest and threatens the existence of the Penan — a
nomadic Indigenous people who have lived in the region for centuries.

Determined to put an end to the Chongs’ dominion over Sarawak, Ava follows a
money trail that leads back to the Hong Kong real estate market. There, Ava and
Sonny Kwon embark on a campaign of terror against the Chong family —
attacking their holdings and bank accounts. Can Ava attain the vengeance she
seeks? Or will the powerful Chong family triumph once again?

Contributor Bio

IAN HAMILTON is the acclaimed author of fourteen novels in the Ava Lee series
and three in the Lost Decades of Uncle Chow Tung series. His books have been
shortlisted for numerous prizes, including the Arthur Ellis Award, the Barry
Award, and the Lambda Literary Prize, and are national bestsellers. BBC Culture
named Hamilton one of the ten mystery/crime writers from the last thirty years
who should be on your bookshelf. Bonnie Jack is his first stand-alone novel. 

Comparable Titles

9781487002060 The Diamond Queen of Singapore by Ian Hamilton ,
Paperback / softback, Aug 04, 2020, $19.95,

9781487002039 The Mountain Master of Sha Tin by Ian Hamilton ,
Paperback / softback, Jul 02, 2019, $19.95,

9781770899506 The Goddess of Yantai by Ian Hamilton , Paperback /
softback, Dec 04, 2018, $19.95,

Notes

- Ava Lee is a strong female
protagonist, often compared by
reviewers and fans to Lisbeth Salander
and also seen as a female James Bond. 
- The Ava Lee series has received
starred reviews in Publishers Weekly
and has been endorsed by Linwood
Barclay, Taylor Stevens, Barbara
Peters, and Richard Katz. 
- Over 150,000 Ava Lee books have
been sold in North America.

Reviews

PRAISE FOR THE AVA LEE SERIES
AND IAN HAMILTON “Whip smart,
kick-butt heroine, mixed into a perfect
combination of adventure and exotic
location. Can’t wait to see where Ava is
off to next.” — Taylor Stevens, author
of the Vanessa Michael Munroe Series
“The only thing scarier than being
ripped off for a few million bucks is
being the guy who took it and having
Ava Lee on your tail. If Hamilton’s kick-
ass accountant has your number, it’s
up.” — Linwood Barclay “A heck of a fun
series, sharing Ian Fleming’s penchant
for intrigue and affinity for the finer
things in life and featuring Ava Lee — a
remarkable hero, a twenty-first
century James Bond with real depth
beneath her tough-as-nails exterior.
Five stars and first class!” — Owen
Laukkanen, author of The Professionals
“Ava Lee, that wily, wonderful hunter
of nasty business brutes, is back in her
best adventure ever . . . If you haven’t
yet discovered Ava Lee, start here.” —
Globe and Mail “Slick, fast-moving
escapism reminiscent of Ian Fleming.”
— Booklist “A hugely original creation.”
— Irish Independent “Crackling with
suspense, intrigue, and danger, your
fingers will be smoking from turning
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Anansi Winter 2022 - Margot Stokreef

Subject

HISTORY / Canada / General

Other formats

9781487009502 Electronic book
text, EPUB, $19.99 CAD

9781487009519 Electronic book
text, Kindle, $19.99 CAD

Distributor

UTP Distribution

Carton quantity: 1

Distributor

Publishers Group West

Availability: Not yet available

Expected ship date: Jan 03, 2022

Carton quantity: 1

9781487009496

 English
5.5 x 8.5 in
400 pages
 House of Anansi Press

Cobalt
Cradle of the Demon Metals, Birth of a Mining Superpower

By (author) Charlie Angus   
Feb 01, 2022 |  Paperback , Trade |  $24.99 |

The world is desperate for cobalt. It drives the proliferation of digital and
clean technologies. But this “demon metal” has a horrific present and a
troubled history.

The modern search for cobalt has brought investors back to a small town in
Northern Canada, a place called Cobalt. Like the demon metal, this town has a
dark and turbulent history.

The tale of the early-twentieth-century mining rush at Cobalt has been told as a
settler’s adventure, but Indigenous people had already been trading in metals
from the region for two thousand years. And the events that happened here — the
theft of Indigenous lands, the exploitation of a multicultural workforce, and the
destruction of the natural environment — established a template for resource
extraction that has been exported around the world.

Charlie Angus reframes the complex and intersectional history of Cobalt within a
broader international frame — from the conquistadores to the Western gold rush
to the struggles in the Democratic Republic of Congo today. He demonstrates
how Cobalt set Canada on its path to become the world’s dominant mining
superpower.

Contributor Bio

CHARLIE ANGUS has been the Member of Parliament for Timmins-James Bay
since 2004. He is the author of eight books about the North, Indigenous issues,
and mining culture, including the award-winning Children of the Broken Treaty.
He is also the lead singer of the Juno-nominated alt country band Grievous
Angels. Charlie and his wife, author Brit Griffin, raised their three daughters at an
abandoned mine site in Cobalt, Ontario, that looks like a Crusader castle.

Comparable Titles

9781770414303 Whose Water Is It, Anyway? by Maude Barlow , Paperback /
softback, Sep 03, 2019, $19.50,

9783958294899 Edward Burtynsky with Jennifer Baichwal and Nick de
Pencier: Anthropocene by Edward Burtynsky, Hardback, Jan 22, 2019, $165.00,

9780525658351 The Future We Choose by Christiana Figueres, Hardback, Feb
25, 2020, $30.00,

Notes

- Charlie Angus is the award-winning
author of Children of the Broken
Treaty. He is also a beloved musician
and a high-profile Member of
Parliament (Timmins—James Bay). 
- The book exposes Canada as the
mining capital of the world and
responsible for much global misery,
especially despised by Indigenous
groups for destructive mining
practices. 
- The mining of cobalt is gaining wider
notoriety - like the environmentally
unfriendly mining of lithium (aka ore
mining/extraction).

Reviews

PRAISE FOR CHARLIE ANGUS AND
COBALT

“Cobalt is an epic story of a mostly
forgotten town. From the silver screen
to Silicon Valley, from the
Guggenheims to the Montreal
Canadiens, from the predatory
capitalism of the Gilded Age to the
Cold War to the globalized mining
industry of the twenty-first century,
the power unleashed in Cobalt more
than a century ago continues to
reverberate in Canada and the world.
It is a cautionary tale of a land and
economy based on resource extraction,
and, as a northerner, I was at once
elevated and infuriated by the events
recounted so masterfully in this book.
With Cobalt, Charlie Angus has hit
paydirt.” — James Daschuk, author of
Clearing the Plains: Disease, Politics of
Starvation, and the Loss of Aboriginal
Life

PRAISE FOR CHARLIE ANGUS AND
CHILDREN OF THE BROKEN
TREATY

House of Anansi Press 4



Anansi Winter 2022 - Margot Stokreef

Subject

GARDENING / Organic

Other formats

9781487010256 Electronic book
text, Reflowable, , EPUB, $24.99
CAD

9781487010263 Electronic book
text, Reflowable, , Kindle, $24.99
CAD

Distributor

UTP Distribution

Carton quantity: 1

Distributor

Publishers Group West

Availability: Not yet available

Expected ship date: Feb 04, 2022

Carton quantity: 1

9781487010249

 English
6.5 x 8.75 in
232 pages
 Ambrosia

Gardening Naturally
By (author) Laurie Perron    ,  By (author) Sarah Quesnel-Langlois    ,  Edited
by J. C. Sutcliffe   
Mar 15, 2022 |  Hardcover $32.99 |

Ecological gardening with ease and simplicity.

Gardening Naturally offers a wealth of information and practical advice for
growing indoor and outdoor plants based on sustainability, a rejection of artificial
chemicals, and respect for biodiversity and the natural world. From advice on
planning your garden and dealing with disease, insects, and the arrival of cold
weather, to tips for starting your own compost, repotting effectively, and
choosing which local and native flowers to best attract pollinators, Gardening
Naturally will interest anyone who wants to add flowers, edibles, and greenery to
their daily life, no matter the size of their balcony or the extent of their garden.

Contributor Bio

LAURIE PERRON worked as a horticulturalist and landscape architect for fifteen
years before realizing her dream of opening Jungle Fleur, an online boutique
flower shop that sells seasonal blooms that she grows in her mother’s garden.

Sarah Quesnel-Langlois is an artisan and photographer with an enthusiasm for
botany. Since 2018, she has collaborated on a variety of projects with Jungle
Fleur as a horticulturalist and stylist, thus combining her greatest passions in life.

Comparable Titles

9781487009434 Minimal by Stéphanie Mandrea , Hardback, Apr 06, 2021,
$29.95,

Notes

- Organic and sustainable gardening is
on the rise.
- Many people turned to indoor and
outdoor gardening during the COVID-
19 pandemic as a therapeutic practice.
- Urbanites are turning toward plants
as a way to bring the meditative
elements of the outdoors inside.
- Includes instruction on drying your
own wildflowers, choosing the right
edible plants, composting/using your
compost (Indigo is currently selling a
countertop composter), choosing and
caring for indoor plants.
- All in a beautiful coffee-table book
package.
- Canadian creators!
- www.instagram.co...
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Anansi Winter 2022 - Margot Stokreef

Subject

BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY /
Cultural, Ethnic & Regional / African
American & Black

Other formats

9781487009656 Electronic book
text, Kindle, $18.99 CAD

9781487009649 Electronic book
text, EPUB, $18.99 CAD

Distributor

UTP Distribution

Carton quantity: 1

Distributor

Publishers Group West

Availability: Not yet available

Expected ship date: Dec 06, 2021

Carton quantity: 1

9781487009632

 English
5.5 x 8.5 in
392 pages
 House of Anansi Press

I Am Because We Are
An African Mother’s Fight for the Soul of a Nation

By (author) Chidiogo Akunyili-Parr   
Jan 04, 2022 |  Paperback , Trade |  $22.99 |

In this innovative and intimate memoir, a daughter tells the story of her
mother, a pan-African hero who faced down misogyny and battled corruption
in Nigeria.

Inspired by the African philosophy of Ubuntu — the importance of community
over the individual — and outraged by injustice, Dora Akunyili took on fraudulent
drug manufacturers whose products killed millions, including her sister.

A woman in a man’s world, she was elected and became a cabinet minister, but
she had to deal with political manoeuvrings, death threats, and an assassination
attempt for defending the voiceless. She suffered for it, as did her marriage and
six children.

I Am Because We Are illuminates the role of kinship, family, and the individual’s
place in society, while revealing a life of courage, how community shaped it, and
the web of humanity that binds us all.

Contributor Bio

CHIDIOGO AKUNYILI-PARR is a Nigerian Canadian writer, consultant, and
speaker based in Toronto and the founder of She ROARs, a community
committed to unleashing the full potential of women of colour around the world.
Her work is focused on impacting global narrative with the power of stories
founded on the humanist African philosophy of Ubuntu, which celebrates our
shared humanity. She is also a World Economic Forum Global Leadership
Fellow. I Am Because We Are is her first book.

Comparable Titles

9781948226745 White Tears/Brown Scars by Ruby Hamad, Paperback /
softback, Oct 06, 2020, $24.00,

9780525619772 Well-Read Black Girl by Glory Edim, Hardback, Oct 30, 2018,
$27.00,

9780062987648 Girl Gurl Grrrl by Kenya Hunt, Hardback, Dec 08, 2020,
$33.50,

Notes

- The story of the author’s mother,
Dora Akunyili, who was the Director
General at NAFDAC (the FDA of
Nigeria). 
- The book is a window into the
humanist African philosophy of Ubuntu
and into Nigeria, the world’s most
populous Black nation, with diverse
people, culture, food, geography,
climate, and religious beliefs. 
- Chidiogo Akunyili-Parr is a well-
connected author with over 13k
followers Instagram
(@chidiogo.akunyili). 
- She founded the nonprofit
organization, she ROARS, which
focuses on empowering women across
the world (www.chidiogo.org...).

House of Anansi Press 6



Anansi Winter 2022 - Margot Stokreef

Subject

BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY /
Personal Memoirs

Other formats

9781487010621

9781487010614 Electronic book
text, Reflowable, , EPUB, $18.99
CAD

Distributor

UTP Distribution

Carton quantity: 1

9781487010607

 English
224 pages
 House of Anansi Press

The Last Good Funeral of the Year
By (author) Ed O’Loughlin   
Mar 15, 2022 |  Paperback , Trade |  $22.99

“Soon, the lockdown would start. People would die and be buried alone,
without any proper ceremony. Charlotte’s death would be washed away, the
first drop in a downpour. Nobody knew it then, but hers would be the last
good funeral of the year.”

It was February 2020 when the unexpected death of an old friend, Charlotte,
made a strange time even stranger for author Ed O’Loughlin. With that piece of
his past no longer where he thought he’d left it, he found himself suddenly faced
with facts he had been ignoring, that he was getting old, that he wasn’t what he
used to be, that his imagination, always over-active, had at some point reversed
its direction, switching production from dreams to regrets.

The result is a haunting examination of the author’s early years, the suicide of his
brother, his time covering wars in Africa and the Middle East, his new life as a
writer, husband and father, and the mysteries of memory and loss.

Moving, funny, and searingly honest, The Last Good Funeral of the Year takes the
reader on a circular journey from present to past and back to the present: “Could
any true story end any other way?”

Contributor Bio

ED O’LOUGHLIN is an Irish Canadian author and journalist. He is the author of
three novels, including the Scotiabank Giller Prize finalist Minds of Winter,the
critically acclaimed Toploader, and the Booker Prize–longlisted Not Untrue and
Not Unkind. As a journalist, Ed has reported from Africa for several papers,
including the Irish Times. He was the Middle East correspondent for the Sydney
Morning Herald and the Age of Melbourne. Ed was born in Toronto and raised in
Ireland. He now lives in Dublin with his wife and two children.

Notes

- The latest non-fiction work from a
Scotiabank Giller Prize finalist. 
- A very relatable memoir, many people
have taken stock of their lives after
experiencing the global trauma of the
COVID-19 pandemic. 
- Publishing a season after his epic
novel This Eden was released in
Canada.

House of Anansi Press 7



Anansi Winter 2022 - Margot Stokreef

Subject

SOCIAL SCIENCE / Anthropology /
Cultural & Social

Other formats

9781487010386

9781487010379 Electronic book
text, Reflowable, , EPUB, $18.99
CAD

Distributor

UTP Distribution

Carton quantity: 1

9781487010362

 English
368 pages
 Anansi International

The Believer
Encounters with the Beginning, the End, and Our Place in the Middle
By (author) Sarah Krasnostein
Mar 01, 2022 |  Paperback , Trade |  $22.99

Award-winning author Sarah Krasnostein’s The Believer is an unforgettable
tour of the human condition that cuts to the core of who we are as people, and
what we’re doing on this earth.

For Sarah Krasnostein it begins with a choir on a subway platform, a fleeting
moment of witness that sets her on a fascinating journey to find out why people
need to believe in absolute truths and what happens when their beliefs crash into
her own. Some of the people Krasnostein interviews believe in things many
people do not. Ghosts. UFOs. The literal creation of the universe in six days. Some
believe in things most people would like to. Dying with dignity and autonomy.
Facing up to our transgressions with truthfulness. Living with integrity and
compassion.

By turns devastating and delighting, and captured in snapshot-vivid detail, these
six profiles with a death doula, a geologist who believes the world is six thousand
years old, a lecturer in neurobiology who spends his weekends ghost hunting, the
fiancé of a disappeared pilot and UFO enthusiasts, a woman incarcerated for
killing her husband after suffering years of domestic violence, and Mennonite
families in New York will leave you convinced that the most ordinary-seeming
people are often the most remarkable and that deep and abiding commonalities
can be found within the greatest differences.

Contributor Bio

SARAH KRASNOSTEIN is a writer and lawyer with a doctorate in criminal law.
Born in Charlottesville, Virginia, she divides her time between Melbourne and
New York. Sarah’s first book, The Trauma Cleaner, won Australia’s Victorian Prize
for Literature, where it was a runaway bestseller. 

Comparable Titles

9780374173227 The WEIRDest People in the World by Joseph Henrich ,
Hardback, Sep 08, 2020, $45.00,

Notes

- The COVID-19 pandemic forced
many people to confront their beliefs.
- During the Trump presidency,
conspiracy theories (like QAnon)
jumped out of the internet and into our
real lives and governmental policies. 
- The book will appeal to fans of TLC-
style reality television and conspiracy
theory podcasts.

Reviews

PRAISE FOR SARAH KRASNOSTEIN
AND THE BELIEVER

“Sarah Krasnostein’s The Believer is
filled with everything the world needs
more of: compassion, curiosity, and
tenderness. Krasnostein brilliantly
shows us how to look more carefully,
listen more closely, and love more
expansively. A complicated, lyrical
portrait of belief, meaning making, and
the stories we tell that might save us.”
— Sarah Sentilles, author of Stranger
Care

?“Krasnostein’s writing is lyrical and
stylish, and imaginative in a way that
often feels invigorating … The Believer
is a fascinating book, and one that asks
big questions — about connectedness
and separation, certainly, but also
about love and grief, resilience and
faith, and all the ways in which we
situate ourselves within the world. And
it is informed always by a sprawling
curiosity and deep humanity, which
make it an affirming, and deeply
moving read.” — Guardian

House of Anansi Press 8



Anansi Winter 2022 - Margot Stokreef

Subject

FICTION / Short Stories

Other formats

9781487010423

9781487010416 Electronic book
text, EPUB, $18.99 CAD

Distributor

UTP Distribution

Carton quantity: 1

Distributor

Publishers Group West

Availability: Not yet available

Expected ship date: Mar 04, 2022

Carton quantity: 1

9781487010409

 English
5.5 x 7 in
304 pages
 Astoria

All the Shining People
By (author) Kathy Friedman   
Apr 05, 2022 |  Paperback , Trade |  $22.99

Beautifully written, these stories depict a search for human connection and
an attempt to fit in far from home.

The thirteen stories in Kathy Friedman’s All the Shining People explore migration,
diaspora, and belonging within Toronto’s Jewish South African community, as
individuals come to terms with the oppressive hierarchies that separate, and the
connections that bind. Seeking a place to belong, the book’s characters —
including a life-drawing model searching the streets for her lover, an Afrikaner
preparing for her bat mitzvah, and a trans man vacationing with his partner’s
family in Mexico — crave authentic relationships that replicate the lost feeling of
home. With its focus on family, culture, and identity, All the Shining People
captures the immigrant experience with deep sympathy.

Contributor Bio

KATHY FRIEDMAN emigrated with her parents from South Africa to Toronto
when she was five. Her writing has appeared in publications such as Grain, Geist,
PRISM international, Canadian Notes & Queries, and the New Quarterly. She
teaches creative writing at the University of Guelph and is the co-founder and
artistic director of InkWell Workshops. Kathy Friedman lives in Toronto.

Comparable Titles

9780735235007 We Have Always Been Here by Samra Habib , Paperback /
softback, Jun 04, 2019, $24.95,

9781487007348 You Are Not What We Expected by Sidura Ludwig ,
Paperback / softback, May 05, 2020, $19.95,

Notes

- A debut author to watch!
- Explores timely themes such as
migration, diaspora, and belonging
within Toronto’s Jewish South African
community.
- Captures the immigrant experience
with deep sympathy.

House of Anansi Press 9



Anansi Winter 2022 - Margot Stokreef

Subject

FICTION / Short Stories

Other formats

9781487010348 Electronic book
text, EPUB, $18.99 CAD

9781487010355 Electronic book
text, Kindle, $18.99 CAD

Distributor

UTP Distribution

Carton quantity: 1

Distributor

Publishers Group West

Availability: Not yet available

Expected ship date: Jan 03, 2022

Carton quantity: 1

9781487010331

 English
5.5 x 7 in
248 pages
 Astoria

Nothing Could Be Further from the Truth
By (author) Christopher Evans   
Feb 01, 2022 |  Paperback , Trade |  $22.99 |

In stories both absurd and all-too-real, Christopher Evans paints a portrait of
the uncanniness of modern life through characters trapped in the space
between expectation and reality.

Nothing Could Be Further from the Truth is peopled by strays — those who fall
for the allure of nostalgia, grapple with male fragility, deny familial trauma, and
acquiesce to authority. Resignation and reinvention are always a breath apart for
these characters whose lives have fallen short of their dreams, and for others who
never expected more.

A healthy-pet-food producer is haunted by a pop song from her past. Nine siblings
band together to raise themselves after parental abandonment. A domestic
argument reveals a woman’s supernatural gift. A failing musician finds his calling
soundtracking another man’s life.

Stalked by who you think you are, who others think you are, and who you want to
be, Nothing Could Be Further from the Truth is a collection at the threshold of
perception and reality.

Contributor Bio

CHRISTOPHER EVANS (he) is a writer, editor, and teacher whose work has
appeared in EVENT, the Literary Review, and Best Canadian Poetry and has been
shortlisted for the Commonwealth Short Story Prize. He lives in Vancouver, B.C.,
with his partner and daughter. Nothing Could Be Further from the Truth is his
debut collection.

Comparable Titles

9781487003432 Watermark by Christy Ann Conlin , Paperback / softback,
Aug 13, 2019, $19.95,

9781988298566 The End of Me by John Gould , Paperback / softback, May
02, 2020, $22.95,

9781487006150 Pallbearing by Michael Melgaard , Paperback / softback, Feb
04, 2020, $19.95,

Notes

- Christopher Evans has received wide
support in the Canadian literary
community for this book, including
from authors Zoe Whittall, Jen
Sookfong Lee, and Madeleine Thien. 
- The collection already has blurbs
from Carleigh Baker, Jen Neale, John
Elizabeth Stintzi, and Nancy Lee. 
- Astoria is the premiere imprint for
Canadian short fiction.

Reviews

PRAISE FOR CHRISTOPHER EVANS
AND NOTHING COULD BE
FURTHER FROM THE TRUTH

“In crisp, forthright prose, Christopher
Evans’s clear-eyed and compassionate
collection of stories documents a
present (and near future) that is both
utterly bizarre and ambiguously
hopeful. This is exactly what we need
to be reading.” — Carleigh Baker,
author of Rogers Writers’ Trust Fiction
Prize finalist Bad Endings

“Christopher Evans’s stories fracture
the mundane to reveal a bedrock of
absurdity. Like Donald Barthelme,
Evans brandishes humour in the face of
reality, both defamiliarizing and
helping us see more clearly the familiar
emotional lives of his characters. These
stories will make you laugh — until you
notice your reflection peeking out
between the pages.” — John Elizabeth
Stintzi, author of Vanishing
Monuments and Junebat

“Evans’s stories are littered with
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Looking for Alicia
The Unfinished Life of an Argentinian Rebel

By (author) Marc Raboy   
Apr 12, 2022 |  Paperback , Trade |  $22.99

The biography of a radical young idealist, her determination to make a
difference in the world, and her disappearance in 1976, revealing the human
cost and undying legacy of Argentina’s descent into rightwing madness.

It started with a coincidence — when Marc Raboy happened to discover that he
shared a surname with a young leftwing Argentinian journalist who in June 1976
was ambushed by a rightwing death squad while driving with her family in the
city of Mendoza. Alicia’s partner, the celebrated poet and fellow Montonero
Francisco “Paco” Urondo, was killed on the spot. Their baby daughter was taken
and placed in an orphanage. Her daughter was ultimately rescued but Alicia was
never heard from again. In Looking for Alicia, Raboy pursues her story not simply
to learn what happened when the post-Perón government in Argentina turned to
state terror, but to understand what drove Alicia and others to risk their lives to
oppose it. Author and subject share not only a surname — a distant ancestral
connection — but youthful rebellion, journalistic ambition, and the radical politics
that were a hallmark of the 1960s. Their destinies diverged through a
combination of choice and circumstance.

Using family archives, interviews with those who knew her, and transcripts from
the 2011 trial of former Argentine security forces personnel involved in her
disappearance, Raboy reassembles Alicia’s story. He supplements his narrative
with documents from Argentina’s attempts to deal with the legacy of the military
dictatorship, such as the 1984 report of the National Commission on the

Contributor Bio

MARC RABOY is Beaverbrook Professor Emeritus in the Department of Art
History and Communication Studies at McGill University. He has been a visiting
scholar at Stockholm University, the University of Oxford, New York University,
and the London School of Economics and Political Science. Raboy is the author or
editor of some twenty books, including Marconi: The Man Who Networked the
World, finalist for the Governor General’s Literary Award for Non-Fiction, the
RBC Taylor Prize, and the BC National Award for Canadian Non-Fiction. He lives
in Montreal.

Notes

- A compelling exploration of the life
story of an Argentine desaparecida
(“missing individual”). 
- Speaks to the complex political
situation in Argentina in the 1970s.
- For fans of ccomplex memoirs,
investigative journalism, and historical
dramas.
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Let the World Have You
By (author) Mikko Harvey
Apr 05, 2022 |  Paperback , Trade |  $19.99 |

Gerald Lampert Memorial Award finalist Mikko Harvey’s second collection
takes readers into a kaleidoscopic world that is and is not the world we know.

A family of microscopic women burrows into the prefrontal cortex; a bear steps
out of the forest and offers a ginger tincture; humans do their best to love other
humans; the sea gives you a new name. In Mikko Harvey’s hands, the surreal is
simultaneously supple, vibrant, and an evelatory force. Through uncanny
vignettes, absurdist narratives, animistic parables, associative lyrics, and
experimental gambits that resist categorization, Harvey explores and confronts
the ways in which we are all curiously, delightfully, heartbreakingly entangled:
with each other, with the environment we inhabit, and with the psychological
environments that inhabit us.

Contributor Bio

MIKKO HARVEY was born in Boston, Massachusetts. His poems have been
published in DIAGRAM, Iowa Review, Kenyon Review, and Maisonneuve. He
attended Vassar College and the Ohio State University, and he currently serves
as a digital poetry editor for Fairy Tale Review. He currently lives in Berkeley,
California.

Notes

- Mikko’s first collection, Unstable
Neighbourhood Rabbit, was highly
acclaimed and well reviewed upon its
original release. 
- Accessible! The poems in this
collection appeal to readers who don’t
usually like poetry: they are surreal,
funny, and creepy.
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Horizons Behind the Sun
By (author) Sanna Wani   
Apr 05, 2022 |  Paperback , Trade |  $19.99 |

Sanna Wani’s highly anticipated debut collection promises the reader a hand
in the dark, a word bigger than alive, a voice you can’t help but remember.

In Horizons Behind the Sun, flowers gut the sky, moons haunt lakes, and wonder
endures, ever arriving. Read "horizon" as relief and "sun" as "God," "grief," and
"sleep." A dream is body or memory. Sharply political and frequently magical,
these poems reach for everything from Princess Mononoke to Orientalist German
scholarship. From the Missinnihe river to the Zabarwan mountains, epistolary to
erasure text, cento to concrete poem, Wani traverses time, undoes genre, and
gathers the world between her hands. In these often intimate poems, attention is
a kind of touch and a touch becomes a miracle.

Contributor Bio

SANNA WANI lives in Mississauga, Ontario, and Srinagar, Kashmir. Her work
has appeared in Brick, Poem-a-Day (poets.org) and Best Canadian Poetry 2020.
She loves daisies. This is her first collection of poetry.

Notes

- Anticipated debut from a talented
young poet. 
- Wani is poet living in and writing
about the timely issue of Kashmir; she
has written about the region in both
poetry and prose, including an essay in
Time magazine.
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Fugue with Bedbug
By (author) Anne-Marie Turza   
Apr 05, 2022 |  Paperback , Trade |  $19.99 |

The eagerly awaited second collection from acclaimed poet Anne-Maria
Turza offers an unforgettable, uncanny experience.

Prepared to be startled by metaphysical snails and scribbled footnotes in the
dark. Critically acclaimed poet Anne Maria Turza’s Fugue with Bedbug is part
portraiture and part musical reference. Someone’s talking with devotion into their
multiple elbows. Who could this be? There’s no author photo, and just one
mention of the internet. In Turza’s unique and quietly revolutionary poems
alternative selves rise and fall like a seriously lower-case-e empire in which the
big questions (which all come without answers) are things like: what does a plant
know, and what do you do with the ask of time? “Wait, says a small voice, wait, but
that’s all the time there is.”

Contributor Bio

ANNE-MARIE TURZA is the author of The Quiet (House of Anansi Press, 2014),
which was a finalist for both the Gerald Lampert Memorial and Bronwen Wallace
awards. She lives on Vancouver Island.

Notes

- Long-awaited follow-up by beloved
poet.
- Turza was a finalist for the RBC
Bronwen Wallace Award for Emerging
Writers.
- Her debut collection, The Quiet, was
a finalist for the Gerald Lampert
Memorial Award from the League of
Canadian Poets when it originally
published.
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